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A Self-Effacing Nation
Religion, Ethnicity and the Nation-State in the Nine-
teenth- and Twentieth-Century Netherlands

Flpnrvrem Rooornnunc

InJanuary zooo;,the well-known Dutchpolitical commenrarorPaul Scheffer
publis.hed a salacious essay on what he described as the 'multicultu ral drama'
in his country. The essay provoked a torrenr of reactions. People vented
their endorsement or objections; writing letters to the press, commenting
onradio and television, and even organizing public debates. Scheffer?s point
was clear. He warned that the integration of newcomers might, go awry;
indeed, that an'ethnic underclass' might arise; because among the dominanr
groups lra gelf-image is cherished in which tolerance and indifference have
struck a curious alliance". FIe also criticized the 'detached majority culture,
which looks away where new forms of inequaliry and segregation become
apparent" (Scheffer zoooat zooob).'
. Both the number and the intensity of the reactions testified to the topi-

caliry and.the delicate nature of the issues addressed. Scheffer cracked some
tough nuts, perceiving among the 'ethnic minorities" not only ananaccrt-
mulation of unemployment, poverry, unfinished schooling, and criminalþ",
but alqo among their children a "considerable lag in cognitive development
and lingqiqtic competence-. Ffe,also branded Islam as largely intolerant.
This ¡qas a bleak picture, as Scheffer responding to his critics would admit.
And, he confessed that,he might have written more abour a rising middle
class in the same minorities. However, he did not really revise his unkind
picture. of Islar-n, nor did he reconsider his equating of ethnicity and reli-
gion, thoughit may,be argued that some 4oolo of all Muslims in the Neth-
erlands cannot be deemed 'practicing Muslimsl (Sunier r995: zoon.3).
Scheffer als.o failed to acknowledge an observation made by the sociologist
Kees Schuyt that what hç and so many other authors on erhniciry perceive
as a problem in the allochtonous communities rnay be better understood as
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one of social disadvantage, irrespecrive of any erhnic or non-erhnic origin -
a point not unlike Péter Niedermüller's elsewhere in this volume.

Scheffer clearly exaggerated, just as his signalling of an 'erhnic underclass'
seems somewhatpremature as long as the Dutchwelfare state canhouse and
feed its newcomers. \Øhat makes his argument interesting, however, is the
Iink he makes berween the new minorities' often laborious,integration añd
the majority's unreflecred self-image. According to Scheffer, there is an
"easymulticulturalism", a "culture of tolerating" (ge d,ogen),whishis closely
connected to the national majoriry, the narion's defining group, which dis-
ingenuously denies being a majoriry: "\Øe par our national chest thinking
we have none". This is a majority unwilling to take irs own culrure, lan-
guage and history seriously, that ffeats its national consciousness almosr
off-handedly, so scheffer conrinues, and one thar can hardly contribute to
the integration of newcomers. More often than not, its tolerance (or its
"chicken-livered lening go', as ir was put by another,author) belies a distant
and disinterested society. To illustrate such èhickenlivered multiculruralism
he quotes one of the Dutch bureaucracy's favorite phrases, that of the
minorities' integration 'rwhile maintaining their identiry' (integratie met
beboød ztan id,entiteit).It is not so much the implied reification that Scheffer
objects to - as if a group's identiry could be fixed once and for all. \ühat he
criticizes is the governmenr's active furthering of that reification by offer-
ing, for example, the newcomers curricula not - as one would expect - in the
national majoriry's language and culrure but in their own. Recently intro-
duced were inbwrgeringsprogramma's - natrralization courses, which im.
migrants are legally required to take. Yet it seems that the interest in such
courses is far greater than the facilities offered; as Scheffer points out, and
the major Dutch cities, where most of the newcomers arrive, do not take the
courses' required nanrre too.seriously. Thinking of the quite diffeient con-
ditions in another'old'nation such as'France, it comes as no surpr.ise thar ã
former correspondent of the French daily Lib é r atio n, sylv ainEphimenco,
wholeheartedly agreed with Scheffer's un-Durch diatribe, 6r,þç,put ir,
"One can hardly expecr the newcomers ro enrhusiastically e-.rlàte 

"r,autochtonous population that enthusiastically dismisses its own identiry."'
I do not mean ro enrer inro the debate between scheffer and his critics.

My aim is more modest. I would like to focus on the one point on which
they apparently did noi disagree: the surprising phenomenon of a national
majority actually denying being one. \Øhere did this self-image come ffom?
clearly the Netherlands is not the only narion-srate where such a majori:
ry's effacement may be found, but it seems more powerful and more ex-
treme than in those other nation-states. Nor was Scheffer the first to notice
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the phenomenon. oContemptible as it may sound to anyone fiery and cou-
rageous, as a nation and a state we are in a certain way satisfaitr" according
to the famous historianJohanHuizing ain 1934, andhe continued: oAmong

the virtues which we may grant ourselves is certainly our relatively minor
propensiry to national self-glorification and self-exaltation. Compared to
many other countries we sing our praises less loudly" (Huizinga ry46: 26-
z7). However, to him and quite a few other scholars observing this 'virtue',
it basically came down to a question of national character. Flere I would like
to take a less reifying look at this issue by focusing atthat crucial period in
the formation of European nation-states, the r87os to the r9zos, and dis-
cussing this dynamic in terms of statistversus ethnocultural idioms, and of
the nation's moral community being curtailed by the Netherlands'reli-
gious moral communities.

A self-effacing maiority

If despite the arrival of large groups of immigrants over the last fifty years,
the Dutch national majority sdll seems to belittle (or even belie) its own
language and culture, then an older suggestion by American sociologists
Daniel P. Moynihan and Nathan Glazer that everyone has ethnicity now'
*even ... the majority ethnic group within a nation", hardly seems to aPPly
to the Netherlands. Both sociologists (and another American scholar, Stanley
Lieberson) observed an emerging'\øAsP'identiry in the United States. As a

last ethnic identity, after the civil rights movement leading to the crystalli-
zatton of a politicized black identity and later of politicized white, non-
\øASP identities (such as those of the,German or Irish Americans), an'old
stoclr' white identiry had fallen into place (Glazer and Moynihan r97ti 4i
Lieberson ryï5;cÍ.Banks r996: r19, r5o). Clearly, no suchthinghappened
in the Netherlands. After a first wave of migrant workers from Spain and
Italy in therg6os and a second immigration wave from Surinam (both be:
fore and after its declaration of independence), a third wave, largely of
migrant worlçers from Turkey and Morocco, arrived in the late r,97os and
r98os. Together they now constitute about r.2oo.ooo inhabitants of a total
tî::iffitåÌi::äîni:tiïî;,,understandingorAmericandever-
opments to be correct, we might atribute the non-emergence of a clearly
defined white identity in the Netherlands to the far less politicized identi-
ties of, say, the Surinam or the Turkish and Moroccan newcomers. How-
ever, few if any scholars have been willing to follow Glazer and Moynihan

ir,
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in.rhis respect_and most would probably pòint to.the processes of eth¡ic
effacement within na rionalist ideology. As the social anthropologist Marcus
Banks observed,'the irational identityis vèry decidedly.roi ur, 

"ihoi" id"o_
tity in its own view ôf itself, whether it arose from one or not.- Indeed,
nationalism is Janus-faced2, to quote Tom Nairn, ..ir claims to be for ¿nd
about all cirizens of the natiòn, though it is really only for and about part of
them" (Banks 1996:r¡9; Nairn ry71:.ch. ). . : . .,

:Interestingly, v¡hen Banks discusses the nation_states, inherent drive
toward hômogeneity, he elaborates on some earliér ìnsights by his col_
league Brackette \Øilliams. In her view "the ideologies we ål næionalism-
and 'the subordinated subnational iden¡ities we call ethnicity- are both
products of the "m¡,ths of hômogeneit¡,. emerging in the p.ocesses of,r"_
tion-building. Central to such m¡ths are the eth¡ic self_.*acemerrt of thenatiolt defining group and its simultaneous press toward exclusion by
labeling those groups that cannot or w.ill not *bleed fo¡ the rarion- as the
so-called "ethric groups', as .lìabilities to the naiion-as _state. (t9g9: 429_
43-6; _cf. Banì<s ry96: r 59-;.6o; y erd,ery t994t 43-4ì.In orh", iorãr, th"
ethnic self-effacement of national majorities is conceived of as â structural
element to all nationalist myth-making and modern nation-building, and it
is inextricably bòund to the reification of otherness.

^ 
rüØilliams' and Banks' insights bring us a long way in underÀtanding rne

Dutch najority's "disìant. and.disintere"ted"Jnitud" tov¡ards the Jlãch_
tonic mi¡orities: Still, the Dutch developments appear tô be aparticular ano
perhaps even extreme case of such self-effacement, as if the ¡iation,s defin_
ing group rùould not only efface itself bui national identiry with all of its
mystique as well. I tlooks very søtisfa¡i. As the socicl anthrtpoloeist Gerd
B,aumanrt recenrl)' argued, European stares have aìready d..-urråd -u.hot the mysrrque of rherr own etl.¡non¡donalisr heritoge: "the s¡rmbols, riru_
als, and even the language of etbnonational patriotisri ha-,e alliut vanished
from_ both the pu blic and even tàe private spheres.. Vith nØorld \Øars I andII, erbnonationaììs_m 'exploded in the face ofEuropeans', (Baurnann ry99t
34-3 ¡). Remarkabl¡ in the cruôial peiiod in v,hicÀ most European srares
toof tg srl1h gatrjotism, roughly the decades betwèen r87o and r'92o, irwas
again the Netherlands that ernb¡aced ir lesi wholehearteály thar¡îr-exam_
ple, another 'old'nation such as France. He.. we might finá an initial
exflanatiol for the countr¡z's exceptio nality.
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Statist and ethnoculturâl idioms

.As is well known, the disdnction between'young' and 'oldÌnations is not
undisputed. Studies describing and decrying the German Sònder'v.'eghave
been rightþ criticized because of their moral overtones, the; far too easy

,.linking of this 'young' nation's trajectory ofnation-building to the, horrors
ol the nazi regime. Similarly, many südies dealing with this distinction,
treated differences of degree ¿s differences of kind. But we can'certainìy
avoid such overtones.and also avoid speaking of rwo fixed and immutable
ideologies. Instead; we might follow rhe sociologìst Rogers Brubaker and
distinguish different ridioms'of nationhood, what he describei as "ways of
thinking and talking about cultural and political b elonging at the level of the
,nation-state,l' ,A.s reflected in their resþective citizenship laws these ways
have been lariely state-centered and assimilationist in F¡ance, but largely

' eth¡ocultural .and differentialist in Germany (Brubaker r99z: ú-t7,94,
t6z'ú3).To put it differendy, by distinguishing statist and ethnocultural
ìdioms of nationhood we can trace how each European nation has known
its own distribudon of idioms - sociall¡ geographically, and in time. For
example, while a largely statist idiom prevailed iri France, elements of ¿

more erhnocultural idiom suddenly coalesced in the ¡88os.
Generally, the two distinct traiectories of Germany and France may still

be characterìzed as thatofa "nation ofdesign", and that of "a slowly emerg-
ing, continuous nation" (cf. Smith \996 r84,L92).Ifllhis viéw, the French
nation-state is ôonceived of ¿s the outcome, both of an age-long process of
state-building and of a national coÌrsciousness, v¡hich over the centuries
could gradually expand within the state's spatial and institutional f..ttte-
work. The German nation-dtate experienced a different trajectory' At a

comparadvely late stage, already in the era of na¡ionalism, ir was more or
less ;designed' by a nationalist vanguard, and national conscious¡ess did
not so much develop within as largely outside any existing polity; Stânding
over the numerous small principalities, the Kleinstaaterei so châracteristiò
of early modern Germany, was solely the abstract and politically heìpless
Holy Roman Empire (Brubaker r99z: r -r7; cf' Smith r99r). Thus, in stark
conÍrast to French na¡ioíal consciousness, which expanded around the
state and the'high'culture of its elite, German national consciousness could
merely appeal to vernacular language and culture - "ìØas haben wir deni¡
Gemeinsames als.unsere Sprache und Literatur?', in the famous words óf
Jacob Grinitn.,A.s a consequence the old, continuous nations werEnòt tha!
interested in popular culture - a "longue lethargie ethnogrâPhique", as it
was phrased for France (Bromb erger r 996: r z- r 3 ), but the inations of design?
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exacdy centered on its (recently discovered/invented) ethnocultural legacy.
Looking at the two trajectories from another perspecrive, rhar ofFrench

historian Pierre Nora, we might also say that in the period around rgòo
many of the European narions tried to find for themselves a historically
entrenched identiry. A "memory crisis", a sense of suddenly being cut off
from the former societal order (what from then on would be designated as
the øncien régirne),would generare a nationalization of the mérnoire collec-
tiae, a crucial merging of historical and national consciousness. Each nation
sought to construe a past from which it could derive a,sense of self-esteem
and legitimacy (cf. van sas t996: ú-r7).But the'conrinuous'narions read-
ily attached their 'golden age' ro their former political and 'high culrure'
achievements. The Netherlands, for example, would increasingly extol its
glorious seventeenth-century epoch. In the process, otherperiods that could
have functioned as rhe narion's lieax d.e mémoire (the pre-christian period
of the Batavians, the Middle Ages) were pushed into the backgro,rtrdlBla"s
r985; Bank rggo;vaflSas t99za;idem ry9zb). Conversely, the nations .by
design', those that could not boasr any political florescence or that feit
themselves captured within a political bond, readily addressed their
ethnotraditions, the 'old' follç tales and folh songs, which they conceived of
both as the last remnanrs of a distant and heroic past and as the seeds of a
national renewal, of a glorious future still to come (Smith 1997).

For most of the nineteenth cenrury, rhen, irwas thestatist cultural idiom
that prevailed in the Nerherlands. Accordingly, the 'folk'was nor a roman-
tic category; it generally referred to those inhabitants which so far had nor,
or only partialry, been incorporated in the nation-state: the peasants and
fisherfolk living in baclcward or outlying regions, or the lower classes in
general. As in France they were the nationals still to be instilled with na-
tional consciousness: "peasants into Dutchm en',toparaphrase Eugen \Øe-
ber's famous phrase @eber ry76).

Inits long-lasting demise of the ethnocultural idiom, in particular of the
German Romantic legacy, the Netherlands may even have been unique.
Huizinga, for example, regretted the late and cumbersome developmeni of
the Kwltwrutissenscbaften in his country, of modern philology, archaeol-
ogy, att history, geography and ethnology - all 'children', so to speak, of
German Romanticism (Plessner 1966: û-62;Zahn ry89 rrz). Of course,
the Middle Ages, which were so glorified by the brothers Grimm and all
Romantics, constituted a problem for a nation in which some 4ozo of the
population stillprofessed the catholicfaith.Indeed, one of the fewintellec-
tuals who came to appreciate the Grimms and their worh, the well-known
littérateur \Øillem Bilderdijlc, was even suspected of having secredy con.
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verted to Catholicism. \Øhatever its causes' the general climate was
unfavorable to any ethnocultural interest in popular culture. Famous Ger-
man collectors of folktales and folksongs such as A. H. Hoffmann von
Fallersleben orJ. \7. \Øolf soon traveled on to Flanders when they realized
that their work would be more greatly appreciated there (Roodenburg
r 994; Dekker 2ooo; Grijp zooo). For a long time the culture of the peasants
and the fisherfolk was hardly taken seriously and, when at the end of the
cenrury scholars finally entered the field, much of it had already. been dis-
covered by native and foreign painters and by the first, folklorizing waves
of mass tourism (Roodenbwrg r999).An exception to this was the province
of Friesland which, in its resistance to the homogenizing pressures of the
Dutch nadon-state, went looking for an ethnocultural heritage of its own
(van der Schaaf rg77;vander Kooi ry96;Jensma 1998). This example and,
at alater stage, that of the province of Limburg demonstrate that the Neth-
erlands, no less thanthe other'old'nations of the period, has experiencedits
own geographical distribution of statist and ethnocultural idioms' FIow-
ever, neither presented a real threat to the nation-state's moral communiry.
The nation's religious communities represented a rioÍe serious threat, by
far transcending the predicament of a Protestant nation that could or would
not identify with its Catholic medieval legacy.

The nation's moral community curtailed

Perhaps we may state that in the mid-nineteenth cenflrry the Dutch nation-
state was still followingthe trajectoryof Europe's other iold'nations.Inthe
first decades of the century, as the Dutch churchhistorianPetervanRooden
has argued, the theologians of the dominant Reformed Church had come to
locate religion in the inner selves of the believers and relate this internal
religious conviction to the Dutch nation as a whole (van Rooden ry99)-aIn
other words, the modernizing state had gradually succeeded in pushing
religion out of the public sphere and making it the private business of each
Dutch cíttzen.In the process - a clear move towards the secularization of
Dutch society - it had also succeeded in linking the one moral community;
that of the believers, to the (no less imagined) moral communiry of the
nation,withits quasi-religious notions and symbols, The Netherlands, then,
had developed a kind of religious nationalism, centered around what at least
the national majoriry conceived of as the essentiallyProtestantnature ofthe
Dutch nation (cf. Baumann ry99: ch.4).

i

.
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Ffowever, in the last decades of the century things went 'wrong', as
religion quite unexpectedly reclaimed the public arena. \Øhat had started as
a serìous but for the resr rarher harmless dispute berween liberal and ortho-
dox ministers had suddenly rurned into a public and far more dramaric
conflict when the issue of religion in the public school system or, ro phrase
it differently, of the Dutch primary schools as rrue 'schools of the nation'
was addressed. Most of rhe orthodox group would probably have con-
tented itself with tweaking the system in a doctrinally more conservarive
direction, while leaving the actual sysrem intact. Bur one of the ministers,
the later journalist and politician Abraham Kuyper, succeeded first in forc-
ing a formal break with the church taking many of rhe common believers
with him, and second in securing both his own orthodox denomination and
the Catholics their own confessional schools.

Central to Kuyper's philosophy and political maneuvering was his
ethnicizing of religious difference, his rewriting of rhe nation's history as a
permarient struggle berween three ztolþsd.elen: the Catholics, the Fluman-
ists and the Calvinists. In this man-ner he could unite his own following
around the Synod of Dordrecht, held in úr}-úry, in which rhe orthodox
Calvinists had pushed out the (more humanist or liberal) Arminians. It
provided his rebellion with a time-honored radition. At the same rime,
reading parliament as reflecting the divided narure of the nation, he could
strike strategic alliances with the Catholic representarives who, with the
emancipation of the Dutch Catholics, had gradually acquired a position of
power. Jointly they opposed the Liberal party, which in the r87os had
sought to take the secularizarion process a srep further and to redefine the
public school system's purposes as 'to breed citizens of the common fa-
therland" (te Velde ry92: z91o). In r 878 the Liberals even won rhe prizeby
getting their Education Act accepted in parliamenr, but this victory proved
to be short-lived. Tenyears later the tables were turned. After the:constitu-
tional revisionhad considerably expanded the number of enfranchised citi=
zené, the first coalirion governmenr of Orthodox Proresranrs and Catholics
could be formed. \Øithin ayea\ in 1888, a new Education Act was inrro-
duced which, by also awarding the confessional schools financial support,
reversedthenationalist and secularist intentions of the formerAø (Kossmann
1976: zr8, z6o, z6z).

Interestingly, the decades around rgoo wirnessed a sudden interest in
the nation's ethnocultural idiom. Ideas about the Dutch s¿¿z (tribe) being
divided in three hoofd.stamnren (rnain tribes), Frisians, Franconians arid
Saxons, v¡ere enthusiastically received. Indeed, German Romanticism, of-
ten mingled with notions derived from Tylorian evoludonism and couched

r
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in the then popular botanical and geological imagery, played a prominent
role in the new idiom. Much of contemporary peasant and fisherfolk cul-
ürre was now exoticized as the last, precious relics of medieval and pre-
Christian times. Similarly, the bonds of stømoeru,tantschapt both with the
Flemish and with the'Dutch'Boers inTransvaal, were enhanced. The Boer
\{ar (r899-r9oz) even sparked off aggressive waves of nationalism. Fight-
ing,for their nation the Boers came to stand for the old Durch'vigorr and
'simplicity' (te Velde t99z: ú3-r9r).
- Cleaily, this upsurge of ethnonationalism and the feverish national feel-
ings'aroused by the accession of the young Queen \Øilhelmina in 1898
provided the nation's moral community with nev/ opporuunities. Since the
r88os, the Liberals, worried about the effects of industrializatton and the
growing political, religious and social disruptions, had set out to strengthen
and enhance the nation-state. Flaving lost the school funding controversy'
they now turned to that other 'school of the nation', namely the army.
Arguing that compulsory military service might inculcate in all Dutch males
a love of the nation (and the manliness and discipline that the iiation so
required), they now sought to abolish the old system of draft commutation,
to have it finally replaced in r 898 by a system oJ personal conscription (Te
Yelde ry9u 4z-+9i Bevaart 1993 455-48o, 5o3-5zz).

Conclusion

In his recent book on the *multicultural riddle", Gerd.Baumann described
modern states as secularist but as being far from secular themselves. As he
put it: "They acted secularist in that they pushed churches and religious
minorities out of the political space, but they were quick to fill the void with
their own religious ideas about nationhood and personhood" (Baumann
:,999 5z-g). Looking back at the years that were so crucial to the emer-
gence of the modern European nation-state, the decades between r87o-
r9zo, it would appear as if the Dutch state simply missed the boat. It failed
in its secularism; instead a religious 'pillarization' emerged, dividing sociery
into Orthodox Protestants, Catholics, and the 'neither-nors', those who
might have formed a strong nation's moral community, but who finallyhad
to organize themselves as if they were another religious moral community.
Co¡pequently, the,nation's mystique, its 'civil religion', remained remark-
ably modest: there was no void to fill. Not even Vorld lùØar I would change
the situation. Involvement in the war would certainly have enhanced the
nation's mystical dimension, and might even have reversed the religious
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communities'prominent role. But then the Netherlands remained non-
aligned, it never took part in the war. : l

':.',,'

Notes 
: 

'

r The article was published in the r.¡nc-Handelsblad on January 29, zooo; rhe
discussion was officially closed with Scheffer's answer to his critics, published
in the same nev/spaper on March 25. .My quotations come from both articles.
Much of the discussion may still be followed on'rhe journal,s website:
www.nrc.nl/dossiers.

z All the above quotations, including this one, are raken from scheffer zoooa and
zooob.

3 The newcomers defined as having ar leasr one parenr born abroad. . ¡

4 The following paragraphs arelargely based on van Rooden's article. ,
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Alternative Discourses on Ethnicity
An Opinion from Eastern Europe

T¡¡,rÁs Horrn

The change in discourses and their power

The discourse on ethniciry has radically changed in the last three or four
decades: the eadier meaning of 'ethnicity'has.shifted almost to its own
opposite. There was ¿ time when it gave the anthropologist great,joy to see
how many different lifesryles (ethnic cultures and groups) mankind,has
created on the earth; he compared their colourful variety to the rainbow
(Benedict r934, cf.'Wolf 1964: rg-zr).It gave him joy to see the many ways
in which mankind (of which the anthropologist, too, is a member) is able to
express its humaniry.

Flowever, in the last few decades the judgement on ethnicity (and with
it, the fact of belonging to a nation) has become almost entirely negative.
The Indian (Bengali) Professor Partha Chatterjee - as someone outside the
changing moods of "\üesterners' - commented with arr.azemeît but also
with the calm befitting the member of a greatpeople, on this about-face of
the scholars:

[...J the emancþøtory a.sPects of nationalism.w)ere wndermined. [...J. By the
t97os, nationalism bad. become a rna.tter of etbnic politics, the reason uby
people in tbe Third.World' þilled, each otber [...J nationalism is nozø aiewed.
as ø d,arÞ, elernental, unpred'ictable force of primord,ial nature threatening
tbe ord.erþ cølm of ciztilized W t...1 it 

^ 
surprisingto recalltbatnot so //Ì'a.ny

years ago nationølisrn was generally consid,ered. one of Eørope's most mag.
nificent gifts to tbe rest of tbe world,. (Chatterjee 1993. 3-4)


